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GfK would like to bring you insights into current consumer behaviour in our markets regularly through unique key facts of 

GfK Consumer Panel. Consumer Reporter has 5 sections:
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Just like our lives change and evolve, so do out shopping patterns. Life cycle which we are in

influences our shopping missions. Our attitudes, demands and needs are being shaped. All of this

is reflected in shopping for goods of daily consumption, groceries as well as home and personal

care.

This issue of Consumer Reporter contains the first article of a new feature focusing on

characteristics of households’ shopping patterns depending on the particular stage in their life

cycle. So, what are actually shopping patterns and habits of younger 1-2 member households

with housewife aged under 39?

Less frequent but modern

Younger households in Slovakia do not regard shopping as fun and tend to follow their hearts

rather than heads when on a shopping trip. They tend to make quick decisions at the point of

purchase, perhaps mainly because they are often under time pressure when making their daily

shopping.

Conversely, as much as 71% of younger Czech households see shopping as fun and do not feel any

time pressure. They follow their head rather than heart and also make quick decisions when at

the point of purchase. Both groups rely on their memory and do their shopping without shopping

list.

Younger households do less frequent shopping trips. While the average shopping frequency is 7

missions per week, younger households do shopping less often and visit their shop only 4-5

times per week. Among shopping missions, there is above-average representation of small trips

with 1 to 3 categories in the basket. Younger Czech households take advantage of weekend (both

Saturday and Sunday) to do shopping. However, Sunday shopping is much more important for

Slovak shoppers.

Young people tend to prefer modern formats for their shopping trips (SK – hypermarkets, CZ –

supermarkets), they show above-average use of online and also do shopping abroad. Opening

hours represent an important factor in selecting the point of purchase.

Above-average expenditures are shelled out on personal care and convenience foods. They tend

to buy salty snacks rather then sweets and when it comes to beverages, they prefer cold ones

while hot beverages are under-represented. When shopping, they pay more attention to branded

goods, they are above-average promotional buyers and do not follow leaflets.

Fast time, fast shopping

Shopping of younger households is to a great degree influenced by the fast times we live in. They

often eat quickly, on the go and outside their homes. These facts are also related to selection of

product range. They do not have too much time for cooking and mostly prefer the meals that are

ready quickly.

In FMCG, Slovak households are more attracted by the price rather then by the brand while

declaring less trust to advertising messages. Their Czech counterparts, on the other hand, are

more orientated on specific brands and declare to be attracted by advertising. However, in both

cases, we are looking at innovators, who want to enjoy their life to the full and like to indulge

themselves with good food.

Want to find out more? Get in touch.

Shopping According to Life Cycle: Young Households 

Anna Kissová

Client Service Team Leader

GfK Consumer Panel

anna.kissova@gfk.com

Current Topic
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How to Get a Tan and Not a Sunburn?

Warm summer rays of sun have beneficial effect on our organism. However, as

we say – there can be too much of a good thing – this couldn’t be more truthful

when it comes to sunshine: there is often a thin line between catching

attractive shade of bronze and ending up sunburnt. With the summer

approaching, besides the holiday and swimming season also the season for

sunscreens and sun protection cosmetics begins.

Which country buys most sunscreen cosmetics?

Along with the actual products for sun protection, which are naturally most

heavily represented in this category, there are also products for post-

sunbathing treatment and even self tanning cosmetic products. As we are

looking at seasonal products, the most intensive purchases of this category are

registered predominantly between April and October.

Overall, the category is dominated by products for adults, brought home during

preparations for summer by almost 2/5 of Slovak households and

approximately 1/3 of their Czech counterparts. Approximately 1/3 of sun

protection cosmetics buyers also purchase this category for children.

While Slovaks spend most of their sunbathing cosmetic expenditures in

hypermarkets followed by pharmacies and drugstores, Czech households

preferred drugstores followed by hypermarkets and pharmacies.

Who buys sunscreen cosmetics?

Purchasing behavior of Czech and Slovak households differs when it comes to

the category of sunscreen cosmetic products. While in the Czech Republic, this

category is most often purchased by young families with teenage children aged

15-19, in Slovakia we see the domination of single and 2-member younger

households and families with children aged up to 14.

How do consumers take advantage of price promotions?

During the warm summer days, buyers like to get protection form sunlight

provided also by sunscreen cosmetics; however they equally like to take

advantage of retail promotions. Advantageous shopping is more frequently

used in the Czech Republic where it makes up more than one half of total

expenditures while in Slovakia, promotions account only for 2/5 of total

expenditures.

Richard Outrata

Consultant

GfK Consumer Panel

richard.outrata@gfk.com

Did you know...?

Families with children
aged up to 5

Families with children
aged 6 to 14

Families with children
aged 15 to 19

Families with 3 and
more adults

Single/2-member older
households

Single/2-member
younger households

Who buys sunscreen cosmetic products?
(buyers, index against average)

Czech Rep. Slovakia Average per country

Average
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Shopping Across the Borders

Thanks to various discussions about “double standards” of FMCG products in

Eastern and Western Europe, cross-border purchases become again the center of

interest. But how important are they actually for household shopping?

When considering the total household FMCG expenditures – food as well as home

and personal care – cross-border purchases account for less than 1% in Czech

Republic and 1.1% in Slovakia. This difference between the countries has been

visible over the past 5 years, perhaps given by the fact that Slovakia is a smaller

country and shopping in neighboring states is geographically closer for more

Slovaks than Czechs.

Around 14-15% of all households do FMCG shopping abroad at least once a year.

On average, a Czech household purchases goods from abroad every other month,

while Slovaks do so 9x a year. If we decide to do shopping across the border, we

usually spend more than triple budget per shopping trip in comparison to the

average spending per shopping ‘at home’, suggesting that cross-border shopping

mainly concerns large stock-up trips.

It’s especially Saturday, when Czechs and Slovaks go shopping for FMCG across the

borders, in Slovakia it is also on Thursday to a greater degree.

Countries of destination

When going shopping abroad, Czech households show clear preference for 

Germany, followed by Austria and Poland. For Slovaks, it is Austria, their 

westernmost neighbor, that prevails in cross border purchases. While Slovaks still 

do shopping in the Czech Republic, Czech households’ expenditures on FMCG in 

Slovakia are marginal (ca. 4%).

What do we buy when abroad?

Confectionary such as pralines, chocolate tablets and candies prevail in the  

shopping baskets from abroad for both Czechs and Slovaks. Also laundry 

detergents are strongly over-represented, especially in Slovakia, alongside with 

personal care products like fragrances, shower gels, toothpaste and deodorants as 

well. Moreover, paper products, mainly baby diapers are purchased abroad to a 

higher extent, while for Czech households, also cheese and spirits are typical in 

their cross-border shopping baskets.

Want to know more? Please get in touch with us!

Ladislav Csengeri

CPS Director CZ/SK

GfK Consumer Panel Services

Ladislav.Csengeri@gfk.com

Beyond Borders

Cross border purchases according to country of destination (Value in %)
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Attracting customers and acquiring new buyers still continues to be one of the

most important brand development strategies and it does not really matter if

we are looking at a brand new product or a well-established brand.

What is good to know about your buyers?

Penetration, that is, the share of buying households is the key brand

development indicator in the mid-term and long-term perspective. It is also

very important to know which target group was attracted by the brand and

what is the brand’s further growth potential.

Knowing the number of your buyers is not everything

The development of the buyers’ structure in time is then no less important

indicator. In other words, how do two periods compare in terms of

representation of new buyers, repeat buyers as well as how many consumers

did not buy the brand anymore and the brand therefore lost them.

However, it is not only important what was the representation of these three

groups of buyers, but also how relevant they were for the brand. We may

therefore find out that although our brand convinced a larger number of new

buyers than the number of lost buyers, however, their contribution to the

total volume wasn’t as substantial as the volume lost due to lost buyers.

Buyers migration

The result of the Buyers Migration analysis will explain what is the structure of

the brand buyers, how important are the respective groups, what it the size of

the key segment of repeat buyers and whether or not the group of new buyers

is larger and more intensive than those we have lost.

The analysis may be further extended. For example, we can identify the

sociodemographic profile of the respective groups of buyers. Moreover, the

analysis may be even more granular and look at details determining the

composition of the buyers’ shopping basket and look at which competing

brands gained more space relative to yours.

Buyers Migration analysis will thus deliver a comprehensive overview of the

development in the number of your brand’s buyers, their profile and the

manner in which they do shopping.

Know Your Buyers

Jan Kadeřábek

Consultant

GfK Consumer Panel

jan.kaderabek@gfk.com

GfK menu
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Structure of
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*Buyers, who purchased the brand in both monitored periods 

Shopping – period 1    Shopping – period 2

What is the profile of 

each group of buyers? 

How have shopping 

baskets of the lost, 

repeat and new buyers 

changed and how do they 

differ mutually?


